For Immediate Release
Genetec Announces Strategic Partnership with ASSA ABLOY
ASSA ABLOY WiFi and Power over Ethernet Electronic Locks to be Integrated with Genetec’s Synergis
IP-based Access Control Solution

MONTREAL, August 19th, 2013 - Genetec™, a pioneer in the physical security industry and a leading provider
of unified IP security solutions, today announced that it has entered into a strategic partnership with ASSA
ABLOY, the global leader in door opening solutions. Together, Genetec and ASSA ABLOY will offer
streamlined integration between Genetec’s SMC (Synergis Master Controller), an intelligent IP door controller
that connects to both industry-standard door modules and electronic locks, and the latest WiFi and PoE (Power
over Ethernet) electronic locks from ASSA ABLOY Group brands Corbin Russwin and SARGENT.
Through this partnership, Genetec’s customers will have even more options when designing their physical
security system, and will be able to use Synergis to configure, synchronize and monitor their ASSA ABLOY
locks, together with their standard IP-based door controllers. When Synergis and ASSA ABLOY’s electronic
locks are deployed alongside Genetec’s video surveillance products, users will view WiFi and PoE lock events
and activities seamlessly linked with live or recorded video. This will give security professionals a more
complete view of their installation than what is seen today with traditional access control products.
"Because our Synergis access control solution is an open platform, we are able to further expand our ecosystem
of access control partners to give our customers additional options such as ASSA ABLOY’s IP-enabled
electronic locks," says Jimmy Palatsoukas, Senior Manager of Product Marketing at Genetec. “The integration
will allow our customers to easily extend their existing access control infrastructure into hard-to-reach or
inaccessible locations through WiFi locks that do not require any wiring, as well as leverage their existing
network cabling with PoE locks to simplifying installation and reduce costs."
“We are pleased to offer Genetec customers a smart solution for expanding their Synergis systems at a much
lower cost than traditional hardwired components,” said Martin Huddart, Vice President of Electronic
Technologies for ASSA ABLOY Americas. “The integration of ASSA ABLOY IP-enabled locks with the Genetec
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Synergis platform allows facilities to leverage their IT infrastructure to bring electronic access control deeper into
the building.”

About Genetec
Genetec is a pioneer in the physical security and public safety industry and a global provider of world-class IP
video surveillance, access control and license plate recognition (LPR) solutions to markets including: city-wide
surveillance, education, transportation, retail, gaming, parking-and-law enforcement. With sales offices and
partnerships around the world, Genetec has established itself as the leader in innovative networked solutions by
employing a high level of flexibility and forward-thinking principles into the development of its core technology
and business solutions. Genetec’s corporate culture is an extension of these very same principles, encouraging a
dynamic and innovative workforce that is dedicated to developing cutting-edge solutions and providing
exceptional customer care. For more information, visit: www.genetec.com
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